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See our newest product on Pg. 8!

INVENTION &
INNOVATION
Cleaning screens doesn’t have to be hard, unpleasant work. For over
30 years, our commitment has been and continues to be bringing
screen printers effective, safe, and affordable solutions that are easier
to use and all without the odor of those traditional hazardous cleaners.
Franmar CEO and Owner Frank Sliney started this journey when he
saw screen printers using toxic, volatile, and flammable chemicals to
clean their screens. He realized that they were around harsh chemicals
day in and day out simply because there was no one offering them an
alternative cleaning solution.
Frank knew there was a better way. Harnessing the power of soy,
Frank developed a screen cleaner that revolutionized the industry.
While his primary focus was on safety, Frank also knew the products
Franmar would offer had to work. In fact, he frequently still reminds
the staff, “If it doesn’t work as well or better than what a screen
printer is already using, why would they buy it?”
This direction and focus has guided the culture of Franmar. As the
screen printing industry continues to evolve, we continue to evolve
with it. We continue to strive to bring innovative, safe solutions to you,
your staff, and your family.
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Which cleaner for which ink?

UV Ink Remover

Pad Printing Ink Remover

INKEE DOO® 2

Solvent Ink Remover

WASH•AWAY™

Water-Based Ink Remover

AQUA•WASH™

On-Press Textile Ink Remover

COLOR CHANGE™

Multipurpose Ink Remover

GREENWAY™

BEAN • E • DOO®

INK TYPE

Plastisol Ink Remover

This chart will help you find the best solution for your
working environment.

Plastisol
Water-based
Discharge
Nylon
UV
Vinyl
Pad Printing
Lacquer
Epoxy
Enamel
Ceramic
Ink Additives*
= Best Cleaner
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= Good Cleaner

Franmar’s eco-friendly cleaners require water to rinse the screen clean. Emulsions must have some
water resistance to be used with Franmar products.
*Ink additives change the composition of ink and may require a different Franmar cleaner than
typically used.

trial kits
TEXTILE KIT
One (1) Quart of each:
• Plastisol Ink Remover
• Adhesive Remover
• Emulsion Remover
• Haze Remover
• Screen Degreaser
• On Press Ink Remover
Two (2) White Biggee™ pads
One (1) Red Biggee pad
One (1) Reusable handle
Two (2) Heavy-duty trigger sprayers

INDUSTRIAL KIT
One (1) Quart of each:
• Solvent Ink Remover
• UV Ink Remover
• Emulsion Remover
• Haze Remover Gel
• Screen Degreaser
Two (2) White Biggee™ pads
One (1) Red Biggee pad
One (1) Reusable handle
Two (2) Heavy-duty trigger sprayers
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TEXTILE

ink removers
BEAN•E•DOO®

PLASTISOL INK REMOVER
Cleaning screens can be hard work. Having a
reliable ink cleaner that works quickly and
effectively is important. Franmar’s PLASTISOL INK
REMOVER delivers that performance as an
eco-friendly and safe screen cleaner. Franmar’s
PLASTISOL INK REMOVER is a customer favorite
and continues to impress new customers
around the world.
• Quickly degrades plastisol ink
• Costs only pennies per screen
• Low odor and 100% biodegradable
Available sizes: Quart, Gallon, 5 Gallon

GREENEWAY™

MULTIPURPOSE INK REMOVER

Many screen printers use a multitude of
different inks and additives to keep up with
today's fashion trends and printing.
Franmar’s MULTIPURPOSE INK REMOVER allows
screen printers to clean any type of textile
ink with or without additives. Simple, safe
and effective - as cleaning screens should be.
• Dilutable with water
• Low odor and 100% biodegradable
• Fast-acting
Available sizes: Quart, Gallon, 5 Gallon
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TEXTILE

ink removers
COLOR CHANGE™

ON PRESS INK REMOVER
Quickly change colors on press or open
clogged mesh areas during a run, saving
valuable time and money. Franmar’s ON PRESS
INK REMOVER is non-aerosol and replaces
harsh chemicals such as Methylene Chloride
without the negative side-effects and
offensive odor.
• Quick color changes
• Great screen opener
• 100% Biodegradable
Available sizes: Quart, Gallon, 5 Gallon

AQUA•WASH™

WATER-BASED INK REMOVER
Exclusively made for those who work with
water-based inks, Franmar’s WATER-BASED INK
REMOVER saves screens by cleaning dried
water-based inks from screens that could not
otherwise be cleaned and reused. Its multiple
benefits include virtually no odor, 100%
biodegradable, drain-safe, minimal ghosting,
and no caustics. What’s more, Franmar’s
WATER-BASED INK REMOVER allows easy and more
effective cleaning of water-based ink.
• Removes dried water-based ink
• More effective than water
• Tough on high-pigment inks
Available sizes: Quart, Gallon, 5 Gallon
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INDUSTRIAL

ink removers
Franmar’s Biodegradable and eco-friendly cleaning products are a great
replacement for dangerous and volatile chemicals commonly used to clean
screens. Franmar’s products are low odor, effective, and economical. Choose
from our three industrial ink removers: Solven, Pad Print, Or UV Ink Rmover.
Available in Quarts, 2 Gallons and 5 Gallonw, Franmar has the product you
need to get the job done for your shop.

WASH•AWAY™

INKEE DOO® 2

SOLVENT INK REMOVER is
an excellent
eco-friendly
replacement for
traditional mineral
spirits and other
volatile solvents for
cleaning solvent
based inks. This great
formula is
non-flammable and
biodegradable with a
very low odor. A
must-use product for
today’s solvent ink
printers.

PAD PRINT INK REMOVER
is an excellent
replacement for
commonly used
petroleum cleaners in
today’s demanding
printing industry. This
unique formula meets
and exceeds today’s
most demanding
safety tests and does
the job without toxic
or hazardous
pollutants.

SOLVENT INK
REMOVER
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PAD PRINT
INK REMOVER

UV INK
REMOVER

Today industrial
printers are moving to
more earth friendly
inks such as UV.
Franmar offers the
perfect cleaner for
these UV inks.
Franmar’s UV INK
REMOVER is a great
cleaner that is low
odor, 100%
biodegradable, and
easily degrades UV
ink from screen
meshes.

emulsion removers
!
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STRIP•E•DOO CONCENTRATE

EMULSION REMOVER
CONCENTRATE

Franmar’s EMULSION REMOVER CONCENTRATE is a money saving, ecofriendly, and low
odor concentrated formula with a built in degreaser. Blend at a 1:19 ratio (1 quart
makes 5 gallons) for optimum emulsion removing power. Like all Franmar
products, EMULSION REMOVER CONCENTRATE is safe, low odor and biodegradable.
• Works on all emulsions, including capillary film
• Built-in degreaser
• Non-toxic and 100% biodegradable
Available sizes: 8oz, Quart, Gallon
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emulsion removers
STRIP•E•DOO®

EMULSION REMOVER
Franmar’s EMULSION REMOVER has
revolutionized the once unpleasant process of
screen reclaiming with its natural and
biodegradable formula. It is specifically
designed to penetrate and dissolve all types
of emulsion as well as capillary film without
weakening the mesh. Franmar’s EMULSION
REMOVER contains a built-in degreaser and
changes color when no longer active.
• Built-in degreaser
• Non-toxic and 100% biodegradable
• Changes color when no longer active
Available sizes: Quart, Gallon, 5 Gallon

STEP 1 + 2
ONE STEP CLEAR™
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INK + EMULSION REMOVER
Franmar’s revolutionary INK + EMULSION REMOVER
is formulated for dip tanks to clean ink and
emulsion from screens in one simple step!
Efficient, economical, and environmentally
friendly, it removes traditional plastisols and UV
inks after soaking for only 3 to 5 minutes. When
the solution is ready to be replaced, Franmar’s
Neutralizer changes its pH to neutral for safe
drain disposal.
• Formulated for use in dip tanks
• Long-lasting (up to 6 months)
• Concentrated
Available sizes: 2.5 Gallon, 5 Gallon
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haze removers
HAZE REMOVER
Franmar’s HAZE REMOVER is one of the safest
and most effective ghost and haze removers
in the industry today! Unlike traditional
caustic haze removers, Franmar’s HAZE
REMOVER will not damage screen mesh no
matter how long you leave it on. Good haze
removal practices save screen printers
money with longer usability of screens.
• Safe on mesh
• Promotes longer screen life
• Made with soy
Available sizes: Quart, Gallon, 5 Gallon

D•HAZE® GEL

HAZE REMOVER GEL

Franmar’s HAZE REMOVER GEL is an exclusive
gel formula that allows greater control for
removing ghost and haze images. This gel
formula clings to the affected haze area and
can be left on for long periods of time for
tough or stubborn ghost images. Good haze
removal practices save screen printers
money with longer usability of screens.
• Safe on mesh
• Clings to haze area
• Made with soy
Available sizes: Quart, Gallon, 5 Gallon
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haze removers
D•HAZE®

HAZE REMOVER ES
Franmar’s Haze Remover ES is the first haze
remover that is safe to use on emulsion
without breaking it down or locking it in.
Screens can now be thoroughly cleaned and
haze removed without damaging the stencil
prior to cataloging the screen for future
printing. Haze Remover ES will keep screens
looking like new even after multiple runs of
prints.
• Safe on mesh
• Promotes longer screen life
• Made with soy
Available sizes: Quart, Gallon, 5 Gallon

degreaser
D•GREASE™

SCREEN DEGREASER
Franmar’s SCREEN DEGREASER is tough on
solvent residues and easy on the environment.
It is alcohol-free, non-caustic, and 100%
biodegradable, making it essential for any
screen printer. Its fast-drying formula helps
prevent “fish-eyes,” and is great for prepping
screens before recoating them with emulsion.
• Great mesh prep
• Promotes longer screen life
• Pleasant scent
Available sizes: Quart, Gallon, 5 Gallon
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specialty
ICKEE STICKEE UNSTUCK®

ADHESIVE REMOVER
Franmar’s ADHESIVE REMOVER quickly eliminates
the sticky mess that can build up on pallets and
other surfaces around the shop. A few sprays
and a swipe of a shop towel, and your pallet is
clean and ready for the next run.
• Effective on a variety of adhesives
• Works in seconds
• Pleasant citrus aroma
Available sizes: Quart, Gallon, 5 Gallon

SCORCH•E•DOO™

SCORCH REMOVER
Scorch marks left by flash curing units and
dryers have always been an occasional problem
for screen printers. Franmar’s SCORCH REMOVER is
a great product to have on hand for those
moments shirts get scorched with no extras in
sight. An environmentally safe choice to
recover burned white cotton shirts.
• Saves you from accidental scorches
• Easy to use
• Money saving recovery
Available sizes: Quart
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equipment
BIGGEE SCRUB PADS
Non-absorbent white pads that are gentle, and
super tough red and blue cleaning pads.
Cleans without doing damage to the emulsion
or absorbing solvent. Re-usable handles
available.
• Effective on a variety of adhesives
• Works in seconds
• Pleasant citrus aroma

EMPTY BOTTLE W/ SPRAYER
Great for use in your wash house, these empty
quart bottles with sprayer can be used again
and again with Franmar products purchased in
one or five gallon sizes.
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equipment
DIP TANKS
Reclaim your screens in one step using
Franmar’s diptanks. These tanks are available in
three sizes. The large tank cleans 5 manual or
automatic screens, the medium tank cleans 4
standard screens at a time, and the small tank
cleans 2 standard screens at one time. All are
made of the highest quality 3/8” copoly
material molded to shape. Our Large &
Medium tank features a spigot for easy draining
when it is time to change out the solution.
•
•
•
•

Large 5 Gallon Tank 24” x 12” x 36”ID
Medium 5 Gallon Tank: 24” x 12” x 24”ID
Small 2.5 Gallon Tank: 24” x 3-1/2” x 29”ID
Lid and hold-down included

WASHOUT BOOTH
This washout booth will satisfy your need for
a place to rinse screens and tools. The
high-quality natural polypropylene makes
this washout booth the last booth you will
ever need to buy. Welded seams on the main
pan, with locking side back panels. Simple
and easy to backlight.
•
•
•
•

Welded main pan
Built-in screen supports
1-year parts and workmanship guarantee
Dimensions: 32”W x 64”H x 24”D
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PO Box 5565
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phone: 1-800-538-5069
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